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ABOUT VAIL RESORTS







STRATEGY  Growth

2012 2017

Resorts 7 14

Peak Employees <20K 34,000

Guest Visits X 2X

Revenue $977M $1.9B

Resort EBITDA $205M $595M

Stock Price $54 $237

Market Cap $1.9B $9.1B



Candor Moves Mountains

Chief Executive Magazine  Candor Moves Mountains At Vail Resorts By Audrey Epstein February 16, 2018

To enhance the skier experience, Vail invested in lots of shiny, new toys—
faster chairlifts, fancier restaurants, interactive apps so skiers could track 
their routes, and more luxurious hotels. 

When asked which investment had the greatest impact on the 

company’s health, Katz didn’t hesitate. “The single biggest driver is the 
investment we made in culture, team dynamics, and leadership 
development.”

https://chiefexecutive.net/author/audreyepstein/


“Greatest Leadership Company in the World”



Leadership Terrain (philosophy & approach)

Every employee at Vail Resorts is expected to be a Leader. 
As employees, we hold each other to the expectation that, together, we lead the company 
to perform to its highest potential - to create the Experience of a Lifetime for each other 
and our guests. 

Leadership is not a title, it’s how you create an authentic relationship with others. Having 
an authentic relationship means being intelligent about your emotions. It starts with self-
awareness and recognizing the impact you have on others. It means really listening - both 
understanding what others are saying and how they are feeling. And it requires a high level 
of candor... candor that is always in service of others. 

Realizing your potential as a leader at Vail Resorts is a trek through challenging terrain 
characterized by taking risk, being vulnerable, and embracing personal development. It is 
a commitment to continuous learning and agility and always striving to deliver the best
results and realize the potential of your team. Only by re-imagining yourself as a leader can 
you help us re-imagine our company and our industry. 

This terrain is not for everyone. We look for people who are brave, ambitious and 
passionate to join us on our journey!



Emotional Intelligence / Self-awareness / Vulnerability / Candor / AND (sitting with Tension)

















“B.S. to BELIEF”

../5. Leadership Summit/L Summit Sep 7-9, 2016/LTerrain VIDEO/VAIL LEADERSHIPJOURNEY_Final_v2.mp4


“Leadership Pipeline” – one metric

TOTAL GRADES 28+ INTERNAL HIRES

2016 2018

CORPORATE 37% 49%

MOUNTAIN 78% 92%

HOSPITALITY 50% 67%

RETAIL 33% 60%



1. Align your talent development work with the 
business (strategy, brand, personality).

2. Simple, quick traction on something that’s 
important (on the minds of c-suite)!

3. Demonstrate the results (personal & 
business).

Top THREE Takeaways


